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Wood, Taber, and Morse Company.
Printed items, 1837-1935, 1837-1891 (bulk)
50 items.

Steam engine manufacturing company.
Summary: Pamphlets, broadsides, circulars, catalogues, and pictures issued by
the Wood, Taber, and Morse Company and its predecessor, the A.N. Wood Company of
Eaton, New York. The materials were designed to advertise their steam engines
for sale. Also included are pamphlets from the Blizzard Manufacturing Company
of Canton, Ohio; the Erie City Iron Works of Erie, Pennsylvania; and the Oneida


Cite as: Wood, Taber, and Morse Company.Printed items, #2082. Department of
Manuscripts and University Archives, Cornell University Library.

1. Blizzard Manufacturing Company (Canton, Oh.) 2. Erie City Iron Works (Erie,
Pa.) 3. Oneida Iron Works (Oneida, N.Y.) 4. A.N. Wood and Company (Eaton, N.Y.)
engines--Construction--Eaton (N.Y.)
WOOD, TABER & MORSE COMPANY. Printed Items, 1859-1891; 50 pcs. Pamphlets, broadsides, circulars, catalogues, and pictures issued by the Wood, Taber and Morse Company and its predecessor, A. N. Wood and Company, of Eaton, Madison County, to advertise their steam engines. Also include three pamphlets from the Blizzard Manufacturing Company, Canton, Ohio; the Erie City Iron Works, Erie, Pennsylvania; and Oneida Iron Works, Oneida, New York. (2082)

Pamphlets, broadsides, circulars, catalogues, and pictures issued by the Wood, Taber, and Morse Company and its predecessor, A. N. Wood and Company (name changed 1870 or earlier), of Eaton, Madison County, for advertising their steam engines. Also include a certificate of commendation from the Pennsylvania State Agriculture Society (1886), a letter and pamphlet from the Blizzard Manufacturing Company of Canton, Ohio, and one pamphlet each from the Erie City Iron Works, Erie, Pennsylvania; Oneida Iron Works, Oneida, New York, and Corliss Steam Engine Company, Providence, Rhode Island. Unpublished guide available.

Card entries:


Circular for 1868, of Portable Steam Engines, mounted on Wheels for Agricultural Purposes - manufactured by A. N. Wood & Co., Eaton, Madison Co., New York. Contains picture, specifications, directions for use and testimonials, (This is not a bound pamphlet but is folded in five (ten sides).


Broadside - circular no. 2, Portable Steam Engines. Wood, Taber & Morse, Eaton, Madison Co., N. Y. April 1st, 1870. Picture of steam engine at top of page; descriptive material only propaganda (no specs. or prices).


Broadside - apparently fragment - printed on both sides. Table of Dimensions and Prices of Portable Steam Engines, Mounted on Legs, manufactured by Wood, Taber & Morse. (reverse side - general ad.) 1879.

Broadside - Circular D - Wood, Taber & Morse. 1879. Describes Agricultural Engines Nos. 1-5. Picture of engine mounted on wheels drawn by team of horses at top.

Similar to (24) (not a duplicate) - Double page folded (4 sides). Wood, Taber & Morse's Agricultural Steam Engines - Circular E. Dated 1879.

Broadside - Double page folded - printed on three sides. Circular B - Wood, Taber & Morse's Portable Engine - contains general ad, description, specs. and prices. Circular D - contains general ad, description and prices of Agricultural Engines 1-5. Dated 1884 (This part is similar to (44) but bears different data.)
Double page-folded (4 sides) - Wood, Taber & Morse Agricultural Steam Engines. Circular E. 1884. Describes Triumph, Rubicon, Hercules engines (picture of Triumph at top of page). Also testimonials and general ad.


Signature of jury Barton Hoopes (?)
C. Henry Srovey (?)

Broadside - double page folded (printed on all four sides). Contains:
Table of Dimensions and Prices of Portable Steam Engines, Mounted on Legs; Price list and descriptions of Triumph, Rubicon, Hercules Agricultural Steam Engines; Prices and descriptions of Agricultural Engines 1-5; Dimensions and Prices of Stationary Steam Engines; Illustration, description and price of Rubicon Traction Engine (Four Driver Traction Engine) manufactured by Wood, Taber & Morse, Eaton, N. Y. August, 1886.

(A) Price List of ......Wood, Taber, & Morse...... N. Y. February, 1887. 3 pp. folded (6 sides). Printed by L. C. Childs & Sons Print, Utica, N. Y.

Instructions for Using Wood, Taber, & Morse's Traction Engines. January, 1888. Double page folded (only two sides printed), pictures of Rubicon engine at top of front page.


Broadside - Table of sizes and prices of stationary engines, manufactured by Wood, Taber & Morse, Eaton, N. Y. January, 1891. (picture of steam engine at top of page.)


Circular letter no. 1 - Wood, Taber & Morse. n. d. (praises company for producing fine engines - no specs. or prices).

Pamphlet - Illustrated Catalogue of Portable, Stationary and Agricultural Steam Engines manufactured by the Oneida Iron Works, Oneida, N. Y. (catalogue C). Printed by Union Steam Job Print. 27 pp. n.d.

(G) Price List of Portable, Agricultural, Traction and Stationary Steam Engines manufactured by Wood, Taber & Morse, Eaton, Madison Co., N. Y. H. N. Reid - General Manager - Augusta, Georgia. n.d. 3 pp. folded (6 sides). Printed by L. C. Childs & Sons Print, Utica, N. Y.

(A) Price List of Wood, Taber & Morse N. Y. February, 1887. 3 pp. folded (6 sides). Printed by L. C. Childs & Son's Print, Utica, N. Y.


Pamphlet - duplicate of (1)(bottom of p. 31-32 cut out and missing).

Broadside - apparently fragment - printed on both sides. Table of Dimensions and Prices of Portable Steam Engines, Mounted on Legs, manufactured by Wood, Taber & Morse. (reverse side - general ad.) 1879.

Broadside - fragment - duplicate of upper half of (18).


Broadside - apparently fragment - printed on both sides. Picture of Triumph engine mounted on wheels on one side; picture of unnamed engine on skids on reverse side, no legend or date.

Broadside - duplicate of (7).

Broadside - Circular D - Wood, Taber & Morse. 1879. Describes Agricultural Engines Nos. 1-5. Picture of engine mounted on wheels drawn by team of horses at top.


Broadside - Table of sizes and prices of stationary engines, manufactured by Wood, Taber & Morse, Eaton, N. Y. January, 1891. (picture of steam engine at top of page.)

Broadside - duplicate of (18).

Circular letter no. 1 - Wood, Taber & Morse. n.d. (praises company for producing fine engines - no specs. or prices).

Broadside - duplicate of (17).

Broadside - Cicular no. 2 - Wood, Taber & Morse. April 1, 1870. Picture of steam engine at top - general ad - no specs. or prices.

Double page-folded (4 sides) - Wood, Taber & Morse Agricultural Steam Engines. Circular E. 1884. Describes Triumph, Rubicon, Hercules engines (picture of Triumph at top of page). Also testimonials and general ad.


Broadside - small - brown background - Multicolor legend on banner at top of sheet - "A Four Driver Traction Engine 19 Patents American & European". Picture shows Rubicon engine - manufactured by Wood, Taber & Morse, Eaton,
(G) Price List of Portable, Agricultural, Traction and Stationary Steam Engines manufactured by Wood, Taber & Morse, Eaton, Madison Co., N. Y. H. N. Reid - General Manager - Augusta, Georgia. n.d. 3 pp. folded (6 sides). Printed by: L. C. Childs & Son's Print, Utica, N. Y.

Broadside - apparently fragment - printed on both sides. Picture of Triumph engine mounted on wheels on one side; picture of unnamed engine on skids on reverse side, no legend or date.


Picture of stationary engine (on fine paper), no identification. Dated March 3, 1885

Picture of stationary engine (on thin paper), no identification or date.

Two small pictures (on one sheet of fine paper), one engine stationary; one engine on wheels. No date.

Picture of engine on wheels (on fine paper), no identification or date.

Pencil sketch of steam locomotive on grey paper (no identification or date).


Duplicate of (1). Pencilled note in margin 1 24 - "ordered from an ad in Rural New Yorker and has sold 400 engines from this". (n.b. - this copy has upper left corner of back cover torn off.) Pamph.

Circular for 1868, of Portable Steam Engines, mounted on Wheels for Agricultural Purposes - manufactured by A. N. Wood & Co., Eaton, Madison Co., New York. Contains picture, specifications, directions for use and testimonials. (This is not a bound pamphlet but is folded in five (ten sides).


Duplicate of (5).

Broadside - circular no. 2, Portable Steam Engines. Wood, Taber & Morse, Eaton, Madison Co., N. Y. April 1st, 1870. Picture of steam engine at top of page; descriptive material only propaganda (no specs. or prices).


Similar to (24) (not a duplicate) - Double page folded (4 sides). Wood, Taber & Morse's Agricultural Steam Engines - Circular E. Dated 1879.

Instructions for Using Wood, Taber, & Morse's Traction Engines. January, 1888. Double page folded (only two sides printed), pictures of Rubicon engine at top of front page.


Pamphlet - duplicate of (15) complete (pencilled notations in upper left corner inside front cover).

Pamphlet - duplicate of (1).


Broadside - double page folded (printed on all four sides). Contains: Table of Dimensions and Prices of Portable Steam Engines, Mounted on Legs; Price list and descriptions of Triumph, Rubicon, Hercules Agricultural Steam Engines; Prices and descriptions of Agricultural Engines 1-5; Dimensions and Prices of Stationary Steam Engines; Illustration, description and price of Rubicon Traction Engine (Four Driver Traction Engine) manufactured by Wood, Taber & Morse, Eaton, N. Y. August, 1886.

Broadside - Double page folded - printed on three sides. Circular B - Wood, Taber & Morse's Portable Engine - contains general ad, description, specs. and prices. Circular D - contains general ad, description and prices of Agricultural Engines 1-5. Dated 1884 (This part is similar to (44) but bears different data).

Picture of stationary engine (on thin paper), no identification.

Picture of stationary engine (on fine paper), no identification. Dated March 3, 1885.

Two small pictures (on one sheet of fine paper), one engine stationary; one engine on wheels.

Picture of engine on wheels (on fine paper), no identification.

Pencil sketch of steam locomotive on grey paper (no identification).

Broadside - Instructions For Using Wood, Taber & Morse's Traction Engines. Eaton, Madison County, N. Y. July, 1885.


Signature of Jury   Barton Hoopes (?)
                    C. Henry Srovey (?)